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Presentation Notes
Hello everyone and thank you for joining us today on this topic of open banking. There has certainly been a lot of conversation this past year around open banking in the financial services industry and it’s well deserved. Open banking extends data and banking as a service to give consumers the ability to move and manage money, where, when and how they want it. There are lots of possibilities with open banking- but there is still some ambiguity about the definition of open and what it means to community banks. So, in the next 30 minutes, let’s unravel what it means and how it can help you connect with your customers through highly personalized touchpoints and journeys.My name is Virginia Heyburn. I’m Vice President of Strategy and Business Development at Fiserv. For over 20 years, I’ve been working with C-Level Executives in financial institutions to align technology strategies with business innovation.  So, let’s get into open banking.
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Change is Now Happening Faster Than Ever Before
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SocialEconomic RiskTechnology

Adapt Protect Grow

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Change is happening on all fronts. Economically, there is concern about the lending environment. The Fed’s most recent Senior Loan Officer Survey suggests tightening credit standards that might diminish the number of qualified borrowers. We are tracking credit risk for CRE, a potentially big issue as we move through Q4 and in to the beginning of 2021. On the social front, more people are working from home. There is urban flight and unprecedented mortgage and refi activity in some markets as people leave cities and look for more space to live and work at home.Consumers and businesses are demanding better technology options to be able to run their lives and their businesses remotely. The pandemic is an accelerant for trends we already knew were coming.And finally, given the enormous change in how people live, work, and bank in the past several months, banks have to adapt their risk management strategies and technologies to protect data and trust in a time when uncertainty is a breeding ground for new threats.
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Major Banks Have Reached Near Dominance
More Consumers Claim a Major Bank as Their Primary Institution Than Ever Before

Primary Financial Institution

SOURCE: Raddon Research Insights.  Major Banks defined as: Bank of America, Chase, Wells Fargo, Citibank (through 2019), PNC Bank, US Bank (from 2014) and Truist (from 2020)
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The Competitive Sands are Shifting

1. Celent, From Challenged to Challenger: Becoming a 21st Century Bank in an Open Banking World; 2. Bain & Company, 3. Raddon; 4. IDC Financial Insights, 2018
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The financial industry will continue to be 
challenged and disrupted by digital 

giants and fintechs. 

Bank of America 
already has a 

relationship with
1in5 
Gen Z customers310-20% of banking profits at 

risk of disruption2

U.S. banking industry is losing 

4 banks / week4

Gen Z and Millennials 
are digital natives with 
a new set of expectations

At the same time, it’s in the 
strongest position yet to reverse 
the dynamic.  - Celent1

Open banking 
puts

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The time is now to embrace new strategiesOpen banking could be especially advantageous for community banks: levels the playing field with Fintechs and big banksDisruption by Fintechs and challengers banks is always a possibility, but not an inevitabilityIt has been estimated that up to 20% of (U.K.) banking profits may be at risk of disruption because open banking will make it easier to switch financial institutionsOther predictions about the industry include continued consolidation with larger banks acquiring hundreds more community banks; in part, they are seeking scale in order to compete with the mega banks and their huge technology budgets.At the same time, gen Z has emerged as a fully digital native generation with a new set of expectations – the cacophony of calls for a better experience is really a call for the utilization of the capabilities that open banking can provide.The good news is that banks of any size can participate in open banking and add value.As Celent has noted in the quote at the top, this puts community banks in a great position to create a unique offering, compete and win. 
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Digitally social

Mobile natives

Split taskers

Entrepreneurial

Prefer images/video

Prize individuality

Curate personal brands

Financial anxiety Global

The iGeneration Custom, Conversational and Connected Now
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Banks can’t continue to grow, 
compete or even survive 
using what worked before. 

The time is now to 
embrace new strategies.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Banks need to think differently about their business if they want to survive. Survival depends on their perspective of the market; are they trying to sell products, or aligning themselves with understanding their customers’ life events?
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Post COVID-19 Financial Institution Needs

3 Accelerate Branch 
Optimization Strategies

Improve Digital Channels
and Payments
Engagement

1

Enhance and Change 
Underlying Technology 
Infrastructure

4 Accelerate Revenue 
Generation 5

2 Improve Cybersecurity 
and Reduce Fraud

6 Accelerate Cost 
Reduction

FORTUNE Magazine World's Most Admired Companies® 2014  | 
2015 | 2016 | 2017 | 2018 | 20197
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COVID has Significantly Accelerated Digital Usage 
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+34%
year-over-year increase in logins 

+31% 
year-over-year increase in 
remote deposit capture users

+120% 
year-over-year increase in 
Zelle transactions

Source: Fiserv 
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2/3

88%
of consumer banking interactions will 
occur via Mobile1

fraud disputes and lost/stolen 
card reports occur in contact 
center or branch2

Today

By 2022

Complex Transactions Have Been Slow to Move to Digital

9

1 Source: The Financial Brand, “Branches In Decline: Last One Out, Turn Off The Lights”
2 Source: Aite Financial Wellness: The New Digital Engagement Strategy May, 2020 
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Millennials and Gen X Place More Emphasis on Digital Convenience
But Branches Do Still Matter

Importance of Account Access Factors (by Generation), Percent Saying “Extremely Important”

54% 54%

48%
42% 41% 41%

47%

55%

48%

41%
39% 40%

29%

47%

36% 35%

29%

42%

%

10%

20%

30%

40%

50%

60%

Offers a mobile
banking service

Online banking
service

Provides access to
many ATMs with no

surcharge fees

Convenient ATM
locations

Offers the latest
technology for

account access

Convenient branch
locations

Millennials Gen X Baby Boomer

Source: Raddon Research Insights  Q: Please rate how important each of these account access factors is to you when selecting a primary financial institution. (n=1,232)
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Major Banks Have Reached Near Dominance
More Consumers Claim a Major Bank as Their Primary Institution Than Ever Before

Primary Financial Institution

SOURCE: Raddon Research Insights.  Major Banks defined as: Bank of America, Chase, Wells Fargo, Citibank (through 2019), PNC Bank, US Bank (from 2014) and Truist (from 2020)
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Three Categories of Threat Targeting Incumbent FIs
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Big Tech

• Large base of digitally savvy 
consumers

• Financial services as an 
extension of broader relationship

• Low member acquisition costs

Fintechs

• Focused on offering superior 
digital experiences

• Built on modern technology stack

• Incrementally adding new banking 
products

Digital Banks

• Low-fee, prioritize 
transparency

• Digitally native, purpose-built

• Open APIs; integration with 
various Fintech providers

Convenience
Financial Incentives 

Digital Experience 
Ease of Use

Underbanked
Financial Wellness

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are three main categories of non-bank competition.  Before we explore each it is critical to level set on why you as an FI should care – should you be emulating them?  Should you be developing strategies to defend against them?  Our belief is that you should understand them to inform your strategic direction.  This means understanding their business models and why consumers may be attracted to them. For instance many digital banks target the underbanked – is this category a targeted customer segment?  If not today, what about when this segment grows in wealth and sophistication? By understanding the various models out there you can begin to identify early warning signals while also allowing you do gain a better understanding of your core competencies that you can leverage to maintain and grow your customer relationships.First is big tech  - looking to leverage existing base of loyal consumers; financial services may be offered as a new feature alongside an existing service (free Amazon Prime account if open checking account) ; low customer acquisition costs and ability to drive revenue from other services allow discounted pricing.2.) Fintechs – digital startups focused on initial strategy solving a customer pain point and then often bundling/expanding to drive new revenue streams3.) Digital/challenger banks – branchless, digital-native banks. Characterized by ease of onboarding, ability of consumers/SMBs to quickly open accounts, apply for loans on a mobile device.  Many began as low-fee alternatives to banks..targeted un/underbanked…Solve for financial wellness through transparency of fees, budgeting tools, Offer market leading deposit rates – driving other FIs to raise rates due to competitive pressure
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“Niche” is the New “Local” with Digital Affinity Banks

Incumbent Fintech Service Providers Launching Digital Banks
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The Infrastructure Required for a Digital Financial Institution

Back Office    Core Operations

Front Office Member Engagement

Middle Office    Risk, Insights, Compliance and Performance Management

Payments Finance and 
Treasury

Liability Corporate 
Operations

Regulatory 
Reporting

Account 
Processing

Underwriting Loan Origination 
and Servicing

Card Issuance 
and Servicing

Collection

Member 
Acquisition

Channel
Management

Cash and Liquidity
Management

Originations MarketingTradingPayments

Liquidity 
Risks

Fraud/AMLAudit Call Center/
Workflow

Compliance Analytics
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
If Apple can transform – can a bank transform from a financial services company to a Finance as a Service company? Can they enable seamless financial experiences in businesses such as ride-share, medical, real-estate & prop mgmt., travel, Oil & Gas and more traditional areas such as wealth management, payroll or explore new markets like gig economy or even the next generation of financial investors that are still in schools? Speaking of the gig economy, the US Bureau of Labor Statistics estimates that in 2020, 43% of the US workforce engaged in some form of gig economy work. Banks have to be ready to serve them.This slide shows an illustrative example of a digital bank.  To create a bank – very simplistically put – you need to get a charter, and put in the infrastructure for back-office, middle office and front office – all this before financial services can even be offered to a consumer. A lot of time and money before any service or value can be extracted. This is like the investment for hotels example, where capital investment is required before they are open for business.  Well, the hotel industry is seeing a new way of doing things from AirBnb. And banks are seeing a new way of doing things from new challengers.
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Distribution Channels for Banking As a Service

Digital Apps

On-Demand Services

Digital Marketplaces

Disbursements

Financial Wellness

Property 
Management

Travel

Merchant

Gig Economy 

Millennials/
Gen Z

Medical 
Claims

Ride-Share Payroll

Alternative
Lending

Wealth 
Management Investing

B2B P2P

Loyalty 
Rewards

New 
Partnership

Small 
Business

Local 
Community

Loan 
Payouts

Debt 
Management

Automated Bill 
Payment
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Let’s consider some examples of banking functionality that customers want to access on their own terms:Digital Apps – created by fintechs and offering consumers and businesses digital banking services optimized to their specific market such as millennials, sole proprietors, local communities, small businesses and so forthOn-Demand Service Apps – this fast-growing market, including ride share, grocery, food delivery, digital insurers, travel, vacation and other industries that require the ability to move money, such as the growing gig economy. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, the percentage of the U.S. workforce who are gig workers was projected to increase to 43 percent in 2020. Digital Marketplaces – online marketplaces that match buyers and suppliers to sell or trade goods or servicesEnterprise Disbursements – serving companies that need real-time disbursements such as insurance claims payments, merchant rebates, loyalty rewards, employee bonuses, expense reimbursements, loan payouts, refunds and so forthFinancial Wellness – apps that provide wealth management, debt and liquidity management, investing, money transfers or predictive algorithms for automated payments and savings
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On-Demand Services

Digital Marketplaces

Digital Apps

Security/Anti-Fraud

Financial Wellness

The Digital FI Becomes Open Banking As a Service

Channels

Data

Cards

Payments

Account Processing

Bank products, services, 
data and technology stack

as a Service

as a Service

as a Service

as a Service

as a Service

To serve B2C, B2B and 
multiparty B2B2C models

Consumed by Fintechs, 
marketplaces, apps in various 

industry domains 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Creating a bank – even a digital-only bank – requires significant investment in infrastructure. It requires a technology stack to support functions across the back office (core operations), middle office (risk, insights, compliance and performance management) and front office (customer engagement). The banker has to invest a lot of time and money before any service or value can be extracted.Fintechs do not want to rebuild the stack banks have already built. They want product, services and data from the stack “as a service” to produce new experiences. No industry or business going through transformation is going to rebuild that stack from scratch. BUT they in are need of these functions – a bank account, payments, cards, fraud protection, identity theft protection, loans, channels whilst not wanting the burden of start-up costs, compliance and regulatory reporting. Financial institutions can become custodians or sponsors, delivering their core competencies “as a service” to any industry that needs to move or manage money. They can leverage their data and primary capabilities to enable frictionless financial services experiences through new channels and business strategies, accelerating distribution of integrated value chains.Transforming Banking from Financial Services to – “Banking as a Financial Service” This is Open Banking.
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Building Deeper Relationships With Younger Customers: The Industry Challenge

76%
68%

56%

Gen Z Millennials Older HHs

% With Checking

1.80 
1.98 

2.28 

Gen Z Millennials Older HHs

Products per HH

24%

45%

57%

Gen Z Millennials Older HHs

% With Any Loan

14%

25% 27%

Gen Z Millennials Older HHs

% With Credit Card

10%

20%

8%

Gen Z Millennials Older HHs

% With Auto Loan

How effective are banks in building 
relationships with Gen Z and 
millennial households?

• Checking accounts are key 
attractant product

• Gap: Credit cards and products 
per household

Source: Raddon Performance Analytics Program, 2020
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75% of Generation Z Cohorts Say “I Want to Be an Entrepreneur”

18

The lines between personal and business banking will blur – as will the 
lines between generations, as improvements delight all.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
From left to right:Nick D’Aloisio – at 15 years old he created and sold the mobile app Summly to Yahoo for $30M and was the youngest person ever to receive a round of venture capital in technologyMalala Youzafzai – at 18 established the Malala Fund a charity dedicated to giving girls an opportunity to attend school and was the youngest-ever to receive the Nobel Peace Prize.Jack Andraka – at 17 years old won the youth achievement Smithsonian American Ingenuity Award for inventing a new method to detect Pancreatic Cancer 
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COVID-19 Has Massively Impacted Small Business
We Will Continue in a Service Sector Recession in 2021

Has Employees, 
6 Million

No Employees, 
26 Million

19

-29%

% of Small 
Businesses 

Closed

-32%

Decline in Small 
Business 
Revenue

+40%

Growth in 
Small Business 

Startups

Source: TrackTheRecovery.org, December 2020

U.S. Small Businesses
Small business has borne the brunt of this recession.  
Estimates are that nearly three in ten small businesses 
have been closed.  However, the resiliency of small 
business is evident in a 40% growth in startups.
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New Expectations Demand New Success Strategies

20

Snackable
To allow customers 
to shift easily from 
task to task and 
channel  to channel

Conversational
Engage in dialogue 
with customers and 
avoid the monologue

Embedded
within customers’
daily activities for easy 
financial services

Fast
with 24/7 service 
excellence, rapid 
transactions, offers, 
and decision-making
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This is Where Open Banking Comes In

Open banking is a financial institution’s strategy to provide access to its data, 
products and services within new distribution channels using open APIs. 

Data 
As a Service
Customers access their banking 
DATA through third-party 
providers based on consent.

(PSD2 definition of open banking).

Banking 
As a Service
Third parties have 
access to banking 
products and services 
FUNCTIONALITY.

21

Open banking APIs will leverage data protection, consent-based 
trust and privacy management as differentiators.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open banking makes many new financial services opportunities possible, and therefore can mean different things to different people. So let’s start by defining what open banking really is.Open banking encompasses any strategy by a financial institution to open its APIs to third parties and give those third parties access to data (data-as-a-service) or access to functionality (banking-as-a-service). Purists may want to preserve a distinction between open banking and banking-as-a-service, but they can be seen as a continuum. This broader definition of open banking increasingly reflects the reality of what’s happening, especially in the U.S. And what really matters is what banks and fintechs are doing when they partner, not what we call it. The original definition of open banking based on the European Union’s revised Payment Services Directive (PSD2) centers around providing consent-based access to data, specifically an accountholder’s existing data, so consumers have more control and can securely and effortlessly move and manage money. But this definition leaves out access to functionality, which is a key part of open banking as it is developing in the U.S. In the U.S., open banking is not driven by a regulatory mandate but rather by banks’ need to remain competitive. In this model of open banking, financial institutions embed financial services into customers’ everyday lives, delivering banking functionality through novel, non-bank-owned channels to make tasks such as buying groceries, renting a rideshare, managing finances or redeeming a loyalty voucher simple and painless. 
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Open APIs enable a 
distribution model for 
banking products that use an 
“API first” strategy

Distribution of Banking Products and Services Continues to Evolve

Branch Banking 
Physical distribution of financial 
institution-developed products

Internet Banking 
Online (browser) distribution of financial 
institution-developed products

Mobile Banking
Native apps distribute financial 
institution-developed products

Open Banking
Multi-industry distribution of financial services products enabled by 
open APIs, creating a collaborative ecosystem

22

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Banking has also gone through a similar generational transformation.  The key point here is the differences in distribution channels – and it is posing a challenge to the banking status quo. Traditional channels are thought of as branch/ATM/back-office/online/mobile. New technologies take the financial experience to new distribution channels like digital apps that we use for our everyday lives. There are many ways that companies may interface with one another - such as distribution via open APIs, creating an ecosystem of third-party developers/ Fintechs. No financial institution is on an island. Whether we like it or not, tying systems together has become the norm.
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Open APIs Are the Key to Collaboration

Financial Institutions can offer their customers 
cutting-edge financial services through 
partnerships with tech companies and
other banks. Open banking APIs make those 
connections possible. 

APIs

23

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When we consider collaboration with fintechs and companies like amazon, Google, and Apple, open APIs are technologically-speaking what make these partnerships possible. We are in the era of digital transformation for financial services. Open APIs are the key to the collaboration that will help deliver smart, secure, agile, relevant electronic experiences. 
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Providing Financial Services Through Fintech Partnerships

24

Open banking strategies can 
help you reach new markets 

through novel fintech channels

Community banks have 
co-innovated with fintechs to power 
the financial services behind these 

innovative apps

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Investment app targeted at young people, makes investing accessible to all.Deposit accounts through Lincoln Savings Bank.
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The Expectation for Speed is Shaped by Other Industries

25

The only thing 
advancing faster
than technology
is consumer 
expectations.

Amazon

Google TwitterNetflix

GrubHub Spotify

Airbnb

Uber

Consumer expectations are set by their last great digital experience, 
not by the last best digital banking experience.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The proliferation of on-demand apps and services has elevated consumer expectations and raised the bar for financial institutions.  The amount of time that consumers interact with their phone continues to increase..smartphone and broadband penetration continue to increase.. If you think about it – the digitally native population and digitally savvy population both growing  = rapidly increasing consumer expectations.It is critical to understand who your core customer segments are as you develop digital strategies.  A consumer that orders a pizza via a tweet is unlikely to want to go into a branchMany of these brands did not exist a few years ago and they have already set the standard for customer expectations.  Disruption is not new..but the pace of change is..Consumers are used to one-click purchases where the payment is invisible in the background.  These experiences translate over to financial services as well. Whether its filling out a mortgage application, sending money to a friend or paying a bill, consumers expect simplicity, ease of use and speed of payment. As long as there is a gap between the experience from non-bank services and those they are receiving from their bank or credit union – there is a risk that customer satisfaction will decline.
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The ‘Financial Services Processor’ Inside

Banking is having its 
“Intel Inside” moment!

26

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Similarly – banking is having its transformational moment, its “Intel Inside” moment. At the start I asked “is banking having its AWS moment?” Well – at this point we are embarking on the “financial processor inside” moment. Open banking is not going to change core banking, but it will extend data, functionality and financial experiences as a Service to our customers.Giving third parties access to existing customers’ bank data is important to offer beautiful customer experiences but providing third parties access to banking functionality through Banking-as-a-Service will create revolutionary customer experiences across industry verticals.Now I’d like to hear from you on this important topic. How are you thinking about the role of Open Banking in serving your customers and growing your banks? I’m joined by my colleague Niranjan Ramaswamy, Vice President of Product Strategy in the Account Processing Group of Fiserv, who will add to our discussion. Ram, thank you for being here today.Now, I’d like to cede the floor to all the bankers on this panel. Many of you are deeply involved in putting Open Banking to work in your organizations already. How is banking having its Intel Inside moment?
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Thank You!
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hello everyone and thank you for joining us today on this topic of open banking. There has certainly been a lot of conversation this past year around open banking in the financial services industry and it’s well deserved. Open banking extends data and banking as a service to give consumers the ability to move and manage money, where, when and how they want it. There are lots of possibilities with open banking- but there is still some ambiguity about the definition of open and what it means to community banks. So, in the next 30 minutes, let’s unravel what it means and how it can help you connect with your customers through highly personalized touchpoints and journeys.My name is Virginia Heyburn. I’m Vice President of Strategy and Business Development at Fiserv. For over 20 years, I’ve been working with C-Level Executives in financial institutions to align technology strategies with business innovation.  So, let’s get into open banking.
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